
   

2019 Budget Overview 

(20 February 2019) 

 

“It is time for us to sow the seed of renewal and growth” – Tito Titus Mboweni 

 

In summary:  Disappointing budget, but Eskom support done in a positive manner. 

• Negatives: higher deficit and debt ratio’s; upward revision in expenditure ceiling; increased tax 

burden for individuals. 

• Positives: Strong statement on SOE’s and no Eskom debt take-on; reduction in public sector wage 

bill; continued emphasis on private sector’s important role and Strategic Equity Partnerships. 

 

Highlights: 

Upward revision to budget deficit targets and debt ratio. 

Budget has mostly been drawn up around Eskom’s needs: 

• Very strong and positive statement regarding support for Eskom and other SOE’s. 

• No Eskom debt transfer, but Eskom cash injection of R23bn per year for 3 years, partially 

financed through public sector wage cutbacks. 

• Chief Restructuring Officer to be appointed at Eskom. 

Unexpectedly strong statement on envisaged savings in public sector wage bill. 

R15bn increase in tax burden for individuals. 

No corporate tax changes. 

This is still very much an expansionary budget – with total expenditure growth of +7.9% over the next 

three years (thus real spending growth of +2.3% on avg pa)  

 

Impact on ratings:  

Despite the upwards revised expenditure ceiling and budget and debt ratio’s, Moody’s (as well as S&P 

and Fitch) should view the Eskom measures as positive. I do expect all three to be fairly hawkish in 

their post budget statements, but do not expect any ratings or outlook changes from any of the 

agencies in the immediate short term. They will likely adopt a wait-and-see attitude until after the 

elections. The risk of short term ratings action remains very much alive though. 

 

Impact on markets:  

The immediate focus will likely be on the higher deficit and debt ratios and the increased tax burden 

on individuals. Therefore, both the bond and equity markets could react negatively upon the release of 

the budget. However, the Eskom and public sector wage bill announcements as well as the tone of the 

budget speech (especially when read in conjunction with the Oct 2018 MTBPS and President 

Ramaphosa’s State of the Nation Address two weeks ago) is generally positive. This should help 

stabilise confidence and help create an enabling environment for further policy measures post 

elections. I therefore expect both the bond and equity market to eventually view the budget as 

neutral.    

 



   
 

 

Impact on the economy: 

Likely negative for consumers, but overall this budget should help in the process of building 

confidence, plus this is by no means a contractionary budget – with real spending growth of +2.3% on 

avg pa over the next three years. Thus, this should turn out to be mildly positive for the economy over 

the medium term. From an inflationary perspective, there will likely be very little impact as the 

increases in fuel and excise taxes are generally lower than last year. I maintain also that this still a very 

deflationary environment. 

 

Impact on consumers: 

Heavy burden for consumers as the tax burden rises by R15bn: from no relief for fiscal drag (i.e. no 

inflation adjustment of brackets), to fuel levy and excise duty increases. The environment is already 

tough for consumers, and this increases that burden.  

 

Impact on corporates:  

No direct impact through any budget-related policy changes, but the strong statements on Eskom, the 

public sector wage bill and the need to involve the private sector and create an environment where 

confidence should improve and enabling the private sector to invest is clearly positive. 

 

Growth and the private sector: 

• Private sector is the key engine for job growth. 

• Govt’s policies aimed at ending uncertainty that has undermined confidence and constrained private 

sector investment 

• Visa requirements being relaxed 

 

Budget built on six fundamental prescripts: 

• Achieving a higher rate of economic growth 

• Increasing tax collection 

• Reasonable affordable expenditure 

• Stabilising and reducing debt 

• Reconfiguring state-owned enterprises 

• Managing the public sector wage bill 

 

Minister Mboweni on SOE’s & Eskom:  

• “The SOEs pose very serious risks to the fiscal framework.” 

• “Isn’t it about time the country asks the question: do we still need these enterprises?” 

• “Pouring money into Eskom in its current form is like pouring money into a sieve.” 

• “I want to make it clear: the national government is not taking on Eskom’s debt.” 

• R23bn per year cash for Eskom over 3 years - effectively R150bn over ten years when amortized. 

• Essentially debt and debt service support and not for operating costs. 



   
• But wants a total transformation of electricity sector in exchange. (Treasury comments in budget 

briefing: “…do not want to waste a good crisis.”) 

• Chief Reorganisation Officer (CRO) being appointed to implement recommendations of Presidential Task 

Team. 

• Other SOE support as deficit neutral as possible 

• “We must tighten the guarantee rules. If a state-owned enterprise applies for a government guarantee 

for operational purposes, it will be required to appoint a CRO in concurrence with the National Treasury 

and its bondholders.” 

• Considering end of guarantees for operational purposes. Expiration dates will be strictly enforced. 

• Strategic equity partners will be found where possible. 

• Further SAA, SA Express, Post Office and SABC support in the pipeline (not yet announced – mix of sale 

of non-core state assets and usage of contingency reserve). This will be done as deficit neutral as 

possible. Some asset sales (not specified) already assumed within revenue budgets. 

 

 

Public sector wage bill: 

• Reduction of R27bn over the next three years 

• Allow early retirement without penalties (targets 30 000 of the 126 710 workers in the 55 – 59 age 

group) – cost to be funded by contingency reserve and GEPF 

• Limits on overtime, bonus payments (performance bonus of R2bn pa to be passed out over 4 years) and 

pay progression 

• System of staffing diplomatic missions unjustified and will be reviewed 

• Members of Parliament and provincial legislatures and executives at public entities will receive no salary 

increase this year. 

 

 

Deficit and debt ratio: 

•    Deficit ratio revised higher: 

o 2018/19 from -4.0% in Oct to -4.2% 

o 2019/20 from -4.2% in Oct to -4.5% 

o 2020/21 from -4.2% in Oct to -4.3% 

 

 

 



   
 

 

• Debt ratio also revised higher (as in the past few budgets ) – only slightly this time: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Economic assumptions - Treasury’s growth assumptions revised lower: 

 

 



   
 

 

Revenue: 

• Current fiscal year: 

o Downward revision in revenue since Oct MTEF: R15.4bn (VAT refunds higher than expected) 

o SARS estimates of VAT credit book (if refunds are paid out without delay) estimated at R19bn in 

Oct 2018. That has now been revised higher to R22bn.  

• Tax changes - 2019/2020 – additional revenue of R15bn 

o No relief for fiscal drag, but slight upward adjustment to tax-free threshold: +R12.8bn  

o No adjustment for medical tax credits: +R1bn 

o Additional VAT zero rating (white bread flour, cake flour and sanitary pads): -R1.1bn 

o Sugar tax (health promotion levy): increase from 2.1c/gram per 100ml (beyond the first 4 grams 

which are tax free) to 2.21c/gram. 

o Increased excise duties:   

� between 7.4% and 9% increase in duties for alcoholic beverages and tobacco 

o Fuel tax increase: Total of 29c/l and 25c/l for petrol and diesel respectively. 

� Fuel levy: +15c/l and + 10c/l for petrol and diesel respectively from 3 April 

� From 5 June carbon tax levy of 9c/l and 10c/l for petrol and diesel respectively 

� RAF levy increase of 5c/l from 3 April 

o Carbon tax: Implemented on 1 June 2019.  

o Gambling tax: proposal of 2012 budget (1% levy) dusted off – draft legislation to be introduced 

this year. 

 

No adjustments to brackets, only small adjustments to rebates and thresholds: 

 



   
Thus very limited relief: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expenditure: +R16bn increase in expenditure ceiling over next three years 

• Downward adjustment to baseline expenditure over the next 3 years: R50.3bn 

o Half from downwards adjustment to govt wage bill 

o R12,8bn lower by reducing spending on specific programs. 

• BUT, financial support for Eskom: Total of R69bn 

� R23bn per year for next three years    

 



   

 

 

 

Thus, expenditure ceiling increases by R14bn in 2019/20, R1.3bn in 2020/21 and R0.7bn in 2021/22: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
Some expenditure detail: 

 

 

Commentary by: 

Johann Els, Chief Economist, Old Mutual Investment Group 


